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Presidential race off and running
by Claire Hein
Asst. news editor
The Associated Students of
Central Washington University
Board of Directors (ASCWU-BOD)
elections are approaching quickly
and candidates are hustling and
bustling to get campaign signs up and
their names known across campus.
This year's presidential race features two candidates. One has wellknown name and the other is trying
his hardest to get his name out.
Kristy Gillespie, a junior in law
and justice, is very optimistic about
becoming Central's BOD president
next year and is confident about her
abilities as a leader.
"It's important to have a student
with experience and maturity,"
Gillespie said. "And I think I have
both those qualities."
She is mainly concerned about
negativity surrounding Central.
"I want to get more people
encouraged about the direction
Central's going in," Gillespie said.
"There's a brighter side to what's
happening."
If elected, Gillespie plans to have
more noon forums in the SUB Pit to
help Central students be informed
about what's going on around campus.
"There needs to be more education o~ issues and we need to get
them out there," Gillespie said.
She also wants to see the BOD

''I

want to get

more people
excited about
the direction
Central's going

1n.

''

' ' I want to
make
everyone feel
like they are a
part of this
campus.

- Kristy Gillespie
play a more interactive role with students, clubs and organizations.
"I don't want students to think
we're (the BOD) unapproachable,"
Gillespie said.
One of Gillespie's main strengths
is her experience. As a freshman, she
was a work-study employee in the
residence halls and the emerging
leaders class. She assisted Greg Watt,
the vice president for clubs and organizations last year and this year she is

''

- Charlie Tu
the vice president for clubs and organizations.
Gillespie said the pride she has in
Central is one of the main reasons
she is running for the presidency.
"I care about Central," Gillespie
said. "I love it here, it's my home."
Charlie Tu, Gillespie's opponent,
has quite a struggle ahead of him. lie
is a freshman and will not appear on
the ballot because he is a write-in
candidate. This is a challenge he wel-

comes.
"If I didn't think I had a chance,"
Tu said, "I wouldn't be doing this."
He believes the BOD has lost
touch with students and wants to get
that back.
"I think students really care, they
just don't have time," Tu said. "The
BOD ·has lost focus. They aren't
focusing on students anymore and
that's their job."
If elected, Tu' s main concerns are
the Super SUB and keeping tuition
low. He wants students to be better
represented in administration and
staff meetings as well as in Olympia.
Apart from these issues, Tu feels
his most important task is to bring
students together.
"I want to· make everyone feel
like they are a part of this campus,"
Tu said.
As for his lack of experience, Tu
believes his communication skills,
passion and down-to-earth attitude
make him more than qualified to do
the job.
"Students want the underdog," Tu
said. "There's always the same people in the BOD. Leadership should
be dynamic and changing. The same
leadership is stale."
He also wants to remind students
that educated voting requires looking
past the name on the ballot and finding out what the candidate stands for.
"When you vote, vote for an individual, a person." Tu said. "I need
people to believe in me."

Man exposes himself again Student
IDs to
''Sunday
morning's
change
incident really

by Observer staff

Since last week's Observer, the
masked man exposing himself on
campus was spotted again. Three
incidents were similar, but one was
very different.
Campus Police Chief Steve
Rittereiser said Thursday, April 22,
the man was spotted three times,
twice in the morning and once in the
evening.
A student in North Hall reported
seeing him outside at about 3 a.m.
He was wearing a black ski mask but
nothing from the waist down.
Again at 6:20 that morning two
female maintenance workers reported the man exposed himself to them
as they were working in the Japanese
Garden. Once noticed, the as~ilant
pulled his pants up and fled on a
bicycle up the Walnut mall toward
Stephens-Whitney Hall.
That night at about 8 p.m., a

. heightens our
concerns about
this
individual. ' '
- Bob Richey
woman spotted a man masturbating
on the lawn between Black and
Bouillon Hall. The man was wearing
a ski mask.
In a change of behavior for the
man, however, he reportedly entered
an unlocked residence on east 18th
Street early Sunday morning. He
entered the bedroom of the 20-year

old female resident and exposed himself. When the woman awoke, the
assailant fled and the woman immediately called the Ellensburg police.
"Sunday morning's incident really heightens our concerns about this
individual," Ellensburg Police Chief
Bob Richey said. "In all of the other
incidents he was out in public spaces,
this is the first time he entered an
occupied residence."
Richey said the Ellensburg police
are actively investigating this incident. He said both Ellensburg and
campus police believe the same individual is responsible for all of these
incidents.
Police once again are urging both
campus and community residents to
be aware of this individual.
If you have any information, contact the police. The c~mpus police
number is 963-2958. For emergencies, the Ellensburg Police number is
911, 963-7280 for non-emergencies.

by Noel Siler
Staff teporter
Historically, Central has
used students' social security
numbers as student identification numbers. These very private numbers are used on test
papers, applications, checks
written to the book store, surveys and other documents. As
of March 2000, social security
numbers will be used no more.
Bruce Eklund, president of
Associated Students of Central

See IDs, Page 6
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Central takes back night

Campus Cops
April 19, 11:26 p:m.
Somebody reported that the
glass front to a fire extinguisher
box in Kamola was broken. The
damage is $20.
April 20, 2:50 p.m.
A student reported that his
green Trek mountain bike was
stolen from the east side of Lind
Hall. The estimated loss is $200.
April 20, 5:09 p.m.
A Huffy mountain bike was
stolen from Kamola hall. The bike
was unlocked. It is valued at $50.
April 21, 7:35 a.m.
A Skykomish Blue bicycle was
stolen from Shaw Smyser. The
bike was locked.
April 21, 5:05 p.m.
Police responded to a report of
malicious mischief in the V-7
parking lot. The side mirrors of
some vehicles were broken, possibly shot by a BB gun.
April 21, 6:29 p.m.
A student reported a bike had
been stolen, perhaps in early
March. The bicycle is a Huffy valued at $150.
April 22, 2:30 p.m.
Police responded to a telephone harassnient complaint. The
victim believes that she knows the
caller. Police are investigating.

by Nao Miura
Staff reporter

April 22, 3 a.m.
A student reported that she saw
a man on the grass in front of
North Hall who was naked from
the waist down and wearing a ski
mask.
April 22, 6:20 a.m.
University grounds crew people reported that a man in a ski
mask exposed himself to them
while they were working in the
Japanese garden. The man pulled
up his pants and disappeared in the
Stephens-Whitney area.
April 22, 8 a.m.
A female reported that she saw
a man masturbating in the area
between Bouillon Hall and Black
Hall. He was wearing a ski mask.
April 24, 3:10 p.m.
A 46-year-old male was
injured when he opened the door
to Hertz Hall. The door post that
divides the two doors fell onto the
mans foot causing a laceration and
a possible fracture to his big toe.
April 25, 6:50 a.m.
Officers were dispatched that a
vehicle prowl was in progress in
the Short-Getz parking lot. A 20year-old male was apprehended.
When officers located the suspect, they found that he had been
d,rinki~g. Nothing was taken from
the vehicles. He was arrested and
booked into jail.

For women who are afraid of
walking alone late at night, "Take
Back the Night" on May 6 will be an
opportunity to take a stand against
male violence, of which unfortunately many women have been victims.
The "Take Back the Night"
march is a nation-wide event which
started in 1978, as a way for women
to share their thoughts and stories
about surviving violent crimes. It is
also a peaceful protest designed to
empower women and give them a
voice for justice.
"It's a statement saying, 'we as
women, deserve to walk at night and
be safe,"' Director of the Center for
Student Empowerment (the ECenter) Katrina Whitney said.
Outspoken date-rape survivor
Katie Koestner will give a speech on
sexual assault in the SUB Ballroom
at 6:30 p.m. before the march.
Koestner is a peer educator and

sexual assault counselor from
Virginia State who was sexually
assaulted when she was a college
freshman in 1990. She has appeared
on national TV programs such as
"Oprah," "Larry King Live" and

' ' It's a
statement
saying 'We as
women, deserve
to walk at night
and
safe' ' '

be

-- Katrina Whitney
"NBC Nightly News".
Koestner has also given interviews to Time magazine, New York
Times and other countless publications, and received national attention
for speaking out against a crime of
silence.

Koestner will discuss her journey
from victim to survivor.
Sona Parker, "Take Back the
Night" committee member and
Central student, attended Koestner's
presentation last year.
"What I liked about her speech is
that she doesn't just blame men, but
tries to do an overall community
approach to violence," Parker said.
The march will start at 8 p.m. outside of SUB, organizers will have a
poetry reading at the pavilion downtown and before ending at the fountains near Barge with a moment of
silence.
"My goal is to make as significant an impact as possible while I am
still young enough for students to be
able to relate to me as a peer,"
Koestner said in a letter to the ECenter.
Men are welcome to help with
this event by setting up the rally site
and preparing refreshments.
"We definitely want both genders
involved," Whitney said.

Contract will benefit athletics
by Mike Jenkinson
Staff reporter
The athletic department stands to
receive almost $770,000 over the
next seven years as part of a sponsorship deal with Coca-Cola.
"The sponsorship will certainly
help in the scholarships area," Gary
Frederick, director of athletics, said.
"The funds we receive· will go
toward the at~letic aid program.~'
It is hoped that the money can
be used to entice better athletes to
the university through offers of better financial support once they are
here.

God£atherS \/Pizza.

Although the contract has yet to for what we were giving - exclusive
be signed, the only hurdies left to access to students for them to market
overcome are legal issues.
their product and establish product
Central has already received 34 loyalty. We wanted to make sure we
new machines from Coca-Cola.
were paid appropriately for that
Michael Hardiman, director of value," Hardiman said.
Business Services and Contracts,
This concern was echoed by
pointed out that Central was already Abdul Nasser, vice president of
primarily a Coca-Cola campus, and Business and Financial Affairs, who
·so any financial deal struck could spoke of the negotiations that have
only benefit Central and its students. . gone into the cpp.tq1ct.
Hardiman went on to voice the
"Coca-Cola responded. Pepsi
principles that guided he and his col- didn't," Nasser said. "We weren't
leagues through the negotiations.
happy with Coca-Cola's initial
"Throughout negotiations our response so we went back and negointerest was in making sure we are tiated in order to get the best deal for
getting appropriate financial reward the university."

Time for a new
Roommate?

506 S. Main St., Ellensburg
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Vehicle prowls on the rise in Ellensburg
by Matt Parrella
Staff reporter

Joe Gurriere/Observer

Junior Mike Wheeler assesses the damage to his car after it was broken into. Ellensburg
Police say reports of car prowls have increased dramatically from last year's numbers.

Bike

-rMe

88.1 FM

· Recently, Ellensburg police officials have been investigating a surge
of automobile break-ins within the
community. On April 15, sixteen car
prowls were · reported in the
Ellensburg area.
Prowlers have targeted car
stereos and many other valuable
items. Most of the vehicles were
either entered through unlocked
doors or by breaking windows.
Jay Devriez, a Central student,
had his car broken into recently.
"I would like to catch the guys
who did this." Devriez said. "If there
was a hate ladder, thieves would be
on my top step."
Ellensburg police have seen a
dramatic increase in the last couple
of years in the number of automobile
break-ins.
Since fall quarter, 78 prowls have
been reported within the Ellensburg
community.
The amount of damage ~aused
from the break-ins so far is $30,678.
This amount is an increase of 33

percent from fall quarter 1998's total
which was $23,036. In 1998 the total
property loss due to car prowls was
$109,090 compared to $66,566 in
1997. This is an increase of 64 percent.
Police believe the increase is
related to a rise in drug use and the
popularity of expensive stereo systems.
Following the slew of break-ins
on April 16, Ellensburg police sent
out a release alerting the community
to this problem.
Ellensburg police suggest drivers
remove all valuables from their vehicles, always lock their vehicles, park
in well lit areas, and consider using
motion-detecting lights at their
homes or alarm systems in their
vehicles. With a little more precaution and public awareness, police
hope to decrease the number of
unhappy car owners.
"Watch for suspicious people and
call us," Campus Police officer G.D.
Gustin said. Gustin believes people
often ignore car alarms blaming the
wind or a neighborhood cat for setting them off.

-:BuRt PRESENTS THE ...

patrol
returns
by Krissie Hughes
Staff reporter
Central 's campus police
have been awarded a $1,620
grant to facilitate an on-campus
bicycle patrol. Bicycle patrols
have been used periodically at
Central for seven years, and
campus police want to make
the system a regular component
of protection services offered
on-campus.
In the past, a bike patrol was
not possible because campus
police was understaffed.
Officer Ray Cedeno was very
interested in making the bicycle
patrol a regular on-campus ser-.
vice and submitted a proposal
to the Central Foundation
Department. Although the grant
request had been denied two
years earlier, the foundation
· approved it this time.
Campus police will use the
money to purchase reliable
bicycles and non-constrictive
uniforms. Police are enthusiastic about this project.
"It increases our ability to
detect things that are in
progress in some crimes,
including vehicle prowling,
graffiti, and the alcohol consumption of minors on-campus," Chief of Campus Police
Steve Rittereiser said.
Rittereiser said he thinks
this program will make police .
more approachable to the public and will build the public's
confidence in the campus
police department.
"We're pleased that foundation recognized the importance
of this program," Rittereiser
said.

CELEBRATION
HELP

-rMe·-:BuRt KICK OFF BROADCASTING IN
STYLE!
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Friday, April 30, 1999
Noon-2pm
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OTHER UPCOMING 'BURG EVENTS:

May 1, 1999:

Live remote broadcast from Ellensburg Bowl

May 5, 1999:

Battle of the Bands, 6pm, Club Central. Papa John's Coffeehouse.

May 7, 1999:

,-ue -:Bu.-.t,

IN CooPERATloN wlTH Cv/.J SwlN~ CAn PRovULY PRESENTS:
~ ~ euut, th. Sµut4 ol ~~. Live swing band/dance, SUB Ballroom.

May 22, 1999:

Spring Bash, 1999! Kittitas County Fairgrounds, ALL DAY! Stay tuned for more
information.

~koA»cA~-t:?Ht
~;UVE~

oH i:Ue

More great events brought to you by

!Hi:eRHe-t::
WWW.CWU.£DU/.kCWU

your music central
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Students seek equal The Clumsy Lovers
access to·activities
by Jessica Terrel
Staff reporter

To be acknowledged, not as people who are
disabled, but as people like everyone else, is
the goal of Access Belonging Learning
Equality (ABLE) club.
Senior political science major Shawn
Murinko, born with cerebral palsy, wanted to
start a club for the disabled. At Central
Murinko, along with Disability Support
Services (DSS), created ABLE.
Associated Students of Central Washington
University Board of Directors heard Murinko's
reasoning why a club for the disabled should
be formed and they agreed.
"I wanted to start this club in order to bring
unity between disabled and non-disabled and
to provide a social outlet and awareness on
campus," Murinko said.
DSS director and ABLE advisor Rob
Harden said he wants the club to be studentdriven and to stand apart from DSS. Harden
said he would like to see more people become
involved.
"I am only there for advice and encouragement and I am very pleased with the direction
the club is going," Harden said.
Junior and special education major James
Jorgensen is the president of ABLE. Jorgensen,
who has Attention Deficit Disorder, said people are not aware of the everyday physical and
mental problems disabled people face.
"We would like for a level of awareness to
be elevated by Central students regarding disability issues by bonding together as a club,"
Jorgensen said.

ABLE's purpose establishes a forum where
disabled students can bring problems and vent
frustrations in a safe environment.
"We hope as a club to accomplish an awareness of our rights and responsibilities as a person," Jorgensen said. "We hope to open up the
eyes o,f other groups and clubs to ensure anybody can be involved, including people with
disabilities."
Freshman Nicole Holt is the director of promotions for ABLE. Holt advertises and promotes events of the club and asks for donations
from organizations at Central for snacks and
free give-aways.
"The goal for the club is to give all students
equal opportunities in their education and to be
treated like everyone else," Holt said.
Vice-president of ABLE Bill Salcedo joined
the club in January. Salcedo said ABLE is a
young club and the ultimate goal is for nobody
to be left out of activities or clubs.
The group would like to see the rodeo
evepts accessible and the Pit area and another
elevator in the SUB that is easier for the disabled to use.
"ABLE is for everyone to come together
and do the same things and work together and
to make other people think of ways to help the
disabled," Salcedo said.
Last year ABLE sent seven students to an
educational conference in Bremerton, that had
guest speakers with information about various
disabilities and how to help students in a college setting to become better adjusted.
ABLE will have a booth set up for Central
Disability Awareness Week on Tuesday, May
11 in the SUB Yakama room.

Last Friday's spring weather
brought Central students out
of their homes and computer labs to enjoy some sunshine and music provided
by Vancouver, B.C. band,
The Clumsy Lovers. Trevor
Rogers (right) crooned to
the sun-kissed crowd while
Don King, the band's cigarette smoking rabbit (above),
displayed CDs and t-shirts
to junior, Tom Mangan. The
band was hosted by
Campus Life but the sun
was compliments of Mother
Nature herself.
Photos and text by: Joe Gurriere

ors/t/p lflltlt your
wltole heart" mind"
bodv and spirit...

One Free
Tan
'Anytime you receive
a hair service at our salon
we will add one free tan to your

925-2320
(Located on 8th St. across from McConnell Auditarium)

$1S~"'

962-4141

Wei! 'DlliW.W 'DIU4t 'Bm
317 K. ff{cU.t

Dinin9 Services Question Of the Week!!
What is a debit account?

Grace
'Episcopal
Church
12th & 8 Streets
962·2951

Sunday Service at 9:30
Wednesdays at 5:15

Tatze Se1T1/ces
T1tursdays at 8:30 pm

Answer:
Prepaid account accessed with your campus l.D. card for purchases at
all dining locations and the University Store - any student, staff or
faculty can open an account at Bouillon Hall, Room 144.

Mav6 &20

Dances

of
Untversal 1'eace
Second Saturdays 7·9 pm
Mav8.}une 12

Come and See·

SUMMER
LEADER'S INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Practical Leader Training by America's Most
Experienced Leader Training Organization
•NO COMMITMENT QR OBLIGATION
TO THE ARMY.
• Earn up to $700 by attending.
• 35-day all-expense paid course.
• Travel to Fort Knox, Kentucky.
• Every qualified participant has
a 50-50 chance to win an Army
ROTC scholarship to pay for your
last two years of college.
• Best odds at winning ever!

• Leader training in a military
environment.
•Hands-on leadership experience
and mentoring as you lead your
group.
• Situational training exercises and
events.
•You will be challenged-physically
and mentally.
•Rappelling, live weapons training,
leadership reaction course, etc.

For More Information Call:
Major John Abercrombie, 509-963-3584; e-m.ail: abercroj@cwu.edu

Q
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IDs: New numbers for use in fall Trustee
Continued from Page 1
Washington University, said professors can't
require you to put your social security numbers on
anything. His comment was made after an incident
involving a student and teacher disagreeing about
using the student's social security number on a test.
The debate was brought to ASCWU's attention.
Central is one of the last schools to use social
security numbers as identification numbers in the
nation.
"We will be the last school to make the change
from social security numbers over to another type
of identification number for our students," Eklund
said. "It is a private number that many of the students would feel better about leaving out of public

' ' We will be the last
school to make the
change from social
security numbers over
to another type of
identification... ' '
-Bruce Eklund
access."
In 1974, the Family Education Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) passed in Congress, allowing the use of an individual's social security num-

ber for administrative purposes. This act was
renewed in 1998.
"Central is moving toward changing to a program called Peoplesoft to join the rest of the
nation's schools," Vice President of Business and
Financial Affairs Abdul Nasser said.
Peoplesoft is a network that issues numbers to
students as their identification code. The codes for
the students are digits picked at random and have
no relation to social security numbers.
Peoplesoft will create numbers for all freshmen fall quarter 1999 and all other students winter quarter 2000.
"It's a done deal,'' Eklund said.
President Nelson approved the change of student identification numbers before it was suggested to go to Congress.

Dininq Services Question Of the Week!!
Can afaculty/staff or non.:.Residential students eat in the
Residential DininCJ Halls?
Answer:
Yes. You can be the guest of a student on a meal plan.
You may also ·use your own prepaid debit account. Visit Holmes W,est,
Studio East, the Depot Deli and Tunstall Commons to check out the
variety of dining options on campus.

HUMAN
RESOURCES:

Calvin Guien
Kelsey Kayser
Jaclyn Normile
Souksavanh
Phiouphanh
Zontziry Pritchett
Lisa Somes
Jennie Vincent
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ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH AND
SAFETY:

Mike Collie

STUDENT FINANC/AL SERVICES:

Maria Herrera

BUDGET:
BUSINESS SERVICES
AND CONTRACTS:

Bret Brodersen

Paula Collucci

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ACCOUNTING:

Kristy Wilkowski
Lea Voss
Bryan Pontius

Anne Mullinax
Annalisa Scholl
Ryan Smi~h
Rosario HerreraNaranjo

PARKING KIOSK:

ENTERPRISE
ACCOUNTING

PARKING OFFICE:

80
0
0
0
0
0
0

Beth Palmer
Juan Esparza
Sabrina Yates

8
0

PURCHASING
DEPARTMENT:

0
0
0
0

Elizabeth Haddon
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ken Martin, president and
CEO of Cashmere Valley Bank,
was chosen to fill the eighth and
final empty position on the
Board of Trustees. Martin's
appointment was announced at
the April 16 BOT meeting.
A 1971 graduate of Central,
Martin said he had been interested in being a trustee for some
time. He replaced Wilfred
Woods who announced his
retirement earlier this month.
"He's used to working on
boards a'1d that's a real benefit," BOt Chair Gwen Chaplin
said. "The ability to work on a
team is a valuable asset on the
board."
Martin brings knowledge of
economics and public policy to
the board. Chaplin said Martin
is very enthusiastic about his
new position and looks forward
to getting up to speed on board
issues.
"I recognize what a valuable
resource the university is to this
region," Martin said.

BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS DIVISION recognizes and appreciates our student employees:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
0

by Observer staff

Student Employee Month

I
I8

fills
final
position

8

RECEIVING:

Eric Swenson
Christopher Uphaus
James Webb.

POLICE SERVICES:

Vanessa Matteson
Paul Ng

Paul Blakney
Hanna Keyes
FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENT-'

Brad Allred
Joe Armstrong
Jim Ayling
Jason Barczyszyn
Kelly Bolser
Jerry Brenner
Derek Brozovich
Sharone Carlos
Erik Clark
Paula Collucci
Tim Diens
Erin Driskell
Justin Erickson
Rene-Philipp Goetz
Nicholas Gorrie

Sean Gossett
Daria Goussera
Jeff Gunter
Shawn Hadaller
Amy Householder
Melanie Huysman
Lisa Kloster
Cameron Kukes
Jeremy Larson
Jason Leavitt
Desiree Malsam
Leeann Marx
Jim McGreevy
Ray Morrow
Susan Moyers
Jordan Nogaki
Kojo Obeng
Bryan Ovenell
Ryan Ovenell
Neil Proff
Megan Ragsdale
Jesse Robison
Jason Sandberg
Steven Savidge
Josh Schultz
Ryan Shove
Christopher Smith
David Smith
Tom Stanton
David Stone
Wade Tennison
Brian Tormohlen
Tucker Tupek
Mike Wallin
Jana Young

COMPUTING AND
TELECOM MUNICATION SERVICES:

Angela Akehurst
Jennifer Alderson
Ryan Alexander
Petra Amo

00000000000

Kristine Ancock
Todd Arrigoni
Nicole Bahr
Justin Baisch
Billie Jo Bandy
Matt Barclay
Timothy Barnhart
Jenny Bean
Martin Bela
Paul Bell
Brian Bergstrom
Erik Bjorge
Jocelyn Blackburn
Janelle Blakney
Mike Bliss
Kevin Bound
Matt Breidenthal
Heather Brown
James Brown
Chad Burdyshaw
Telford Burtts
Richard Button
Chad Buzzell
Jennifer Caldwell
Tad Carlson
John Carney
Brian Carter
Eric Carter
Jeffery Chalut
Lloyd Cheng
Jonathan Chromy
Jeff Cleveland
David Cratsenberg
Kevin Dahl
Martha Daman
Jason Daniels
Casie Davidson
Erin Davis
Tosha Davis
Josh Dazey
Eric Delong
Neil DelaCruz
Vickie DiMaggio
Abel Doster
Christopher Edson

Josh Ellis
Ned Emerick
Nathan Enns
Jarrod Erdman
Jason Erickson
Matt Fadich
Liz Fitch
Nina Forsyth
Aaron Fosback
Kaci Foultner
Julie Fowler
Leslie Freeman
Stacie Galbavy
Chris Gienger
Chad Gillespie
Jeremy Gonzales
James Gunterman
Jason Hawks
Daniel Henderson
Mark Herndon
Nathan Hill
Duncan Hobbs
Casey Jacox
Todd Jay
Bill Jones
Laura Jordan
Sean Kingman
Timothy Klein
Garry Kling
Jeff Knackstedt
Andrea Knight
Jennifer Kothenbeutel
Ryan Kothenbeutel
Aaron Kulaas
Adam Kulaas
Mark Lambert
Aurora Landis-Clark
Eric Langlitz
Kelly Leaverton
Michael Lennon
Jason Lewis
Doug Lisonbee
James Littleworth
Ken Lundberg
John Malamphy

Matthew Manion
Joanna Martin
Rebecca Matzen
Derek Mayo
Jason McManigle
Janee' McQuiston
Kristin ·McSwan
Jeremy Medved
Phil Messenger
Katy Miller
Jeff Moan
Wanis Nadir
Shawn New
Adam Nickels
Michael O'Donnell
Andrea Oestreich
Andrew Olseene
Rick Olson
Norbert Palej
Ryan Papineau
Seana Parsons
Eric Pentico
Justin Perez
MikePimomo
Brian Pinger
Daniel Pope
Matt Powers
Tony Preston
Jim Price
Graham Priestley
Lisa Prokopovich
Brian Puz
Julie Ramacher
Yi Ren
Amber Rikerd
Dana Riste
Krissy Roesen

Dale Rolf
Daniel Roth
Joe Rotter
Joshua G. Sarpy
Mike Schaad
Eric Schmidt
Michelle Schultz
Carl Scott
Scott Sebring
Brandon Sells
James Sells
Jake Shapley
Sam Shawa
Ryan Skyler
Ryan Sommer
Joseph Sparks
Wendy Stegeman
Jamie Stipp
Tracie Stipp
Sean Stolberg
Will Strand
Addie Sullivan
Jim Talbott
Marshall Tower
Quin Troung
Erin Tyrrell
Mark Ullrich
Timothy Waehlte
Cherae Walker
Paul Walkingstick
Ariel (Shu-Chin) Wang
Leslie Washam
Kevin Weberling
Shandy Weiher
David Wells
MarkWibe
Jolee Worsham

0
0

8
8
8
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ASCWU-BOD election 1999
The ASCWU-BOD is your elected representatives. Next week, Central students will have the opportunity to decide
which ones should hold these offices for
the 1999-2000 school year.

Dates to Remember
Candidate debate - May 4, 6 p.m. in Club
Central
_
Candidate forum - May 5, noon in the SUB pit
General Election - May 6, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

V.P. for student life and facilities
..·····"

.......-:·
·=··:·.~
·:··~·

········"

..

~
........

President
ResP.onsibilities: set board meeting times andfost agendas, serve as
liaison between the board and the Vice Presiden for Student Affairs.

Kristv Gillespie

I am ~risty Gi,llespie and I am running to be your ASCWU-BOD
President. I know that my belief that CWU is a family is a key asset. And
like any family there will be change. I am confident in my ability to create a partnership between the BOD and every student, to take this university, which we all call home, into the next millennium. I believe that
my true leadership skills, and genuine care for Central is evident in my
leadership background here at CWU. I work for the 1997-1998 BOD, am
currently on the 1998-1999 BOD and I am .capable of leading both the
BOD and every student into a bright tomorrow. Please vote Kristy
Gillespie ASCWU President, 1999-2000. Thank you!

Charlie Tu

Our college years will be the best years of our lives. We will look back
to them and smile about the sweet memories and the crazy things we
did. We will also miss it, as our youth fades away. This is where I come
in: an energetic, dedicated, enthusiastic, and creative leader. I'd like to
see everyone's experience at Central be the best-but along with that
comes hard work. There are issues that need to be addressed, voices to
be heard, and conflicts to be settled. I will work hard for the students:
listening, representing, and serving. Let's make the remainder of our
time at Central fantastic. I'm the candidate with a fresh perspective and
who owes nothing to special interests. I look out for you the students. If that is what you're looking for, then I'm the guy for the job. Thanks for the opportunity.

,

Executive V.P.

Rt;~gonsibilities: assist the President,, oversee all budgets within the
ASCWU, serve as liaison between the BOD and the S&A fees committee.

Nick French
Central Washington University exists because of the diverse and
unique population of students that choose to make it their home. My
role as the Executive Vice President is to serve the students as a resource
for information, but also as an individual who will work for them to
make their college career here the best it can be. This position is similar
to the author of a book the best it can be. Through my various leadership experience, I have learned you have to go to the students to find
out their needs. I propose to do this by going into the residence halls,
holding forums, sending out newsletters, and just being available to
chat. I am here for the students. Together we will write our chapter at CWU.

Mike Griag
I would like to-6e given the opportunity to represent Central
Washington University as your Executive Vice President for a second
term. Having gained experience in the field, I feel that the other elected
officers and I can work collaboratively and get goals accomplished. I feel
that the most important attribute I maintain is an open mind and an ability to take holistic stance in situations that do and may arise. I also feel it
is important to collect a wide range of valued ideas before making a decision that could affect students in various ways. I believe that I endure
dedication and drive to further the aspects that students value. I would
like to work on increasing control over student fees, continue to research Central's available
resources and look into ways of reallocating them, and work with students, professors, and
administration to create a college that merits credibility.

V.P. for equity and community service
Responsibilities: serve as liaison between the ASCWU-BOD and all
service, equity and community service task forces in the university.

Tiffanv Barr
If a wilcfcat could 'cat' wild
Where's the wild that the wildcat 'cat'
If a wildcat could 'cat' wild!
So wildcats be wild and vote for your sista cat...Tiffany Barr, for Vice
President of Equity and Community Service.

·

Re~ponsibilities: chair of the SUB board, be In contact with both on
and off campus students and relay any and all concerns to the BOD.

Peter Cummings

The quality of life, the experiences and the education you receive are
all equally important aspects of your time spent here at Central. The students need a representative to look out for their rights to grow as a
human and not just as a student.
The SUB, Housing, Dining Services, parking, and the overall future
growth of the university are issues that will effect the students and are
coming before the board this upcoming year. Elect experience, vote
Peter Cummings, VP Student Life and Facilities.

Bill Salcedo

Greetings fellow wildcats. The Future of Central Washington
University starts today. You, the students, are that future. You have the
power to effect change and make this University a better place for you
and those to follow in your footsteps. My job as VP for Student Life and
Facilities would be to empower you, and amplify your voice. How do I
plan to do this? By EXAMPLE. In this last year here at Central I have
shown my dedication and ability to do what needs to be done. Some
examples are ... Safe Ride Initiative Campaign Manager, ASCWU-BOD
Office Staff, RHC/Club Senate Representative, SUB Task Force Rep. I
believe that my experience and dedication will best represent you as your VP for Student Life
and Facilities. VOTE BILL SALCEDO '99.

V.P. for clubs and organizations
Responsibilities: chair Club Senate, oversee all BOD recognized clubs
and organizations at main campus and extended degree centers.

Dave Ballard
My name is Dave Ballard and I would like to commit another year to
working for students. I am running for the Vice President for Clubs and
Organizations position. I have some valuable skills and experiences that I
can bring to this position which are: Experience as the current V.P. for
Student Life and Facilities; Experience as a Senator in Club Senate;
Experience as a chairperson of a committee; I am thorough and decisive;
I am hard working and dedicated; A team player (very useful when working with six people with president in their titles). The most important job
skill I possess is the adherence to the principle that states: people are
given two ears and one mouth, therefore listen twice as much as you speak.

Mindy Widmyer

Here at Central Washington University, our clubs provide involvement
and opportunities to attain lasting success. I'm Mindy Widmyer and I am
running for VP of Organizations for the 1999-2000 school year. Having
worked directly under the current VP of Organizations as the
Administrative Assistant to Club Senate, as well as in Alpha Phi Omega (a
community service fraternity), and in Alpha Kappa Psi (a business fraternity), I recognize what constitutes an effective organization. Furthermore,
I have come to understand the procedures and commitment required to
work with the events, students, and departments by incorporating educational programs, increasing recognition for clubs and their activities, and by representing student opinions on the BOD. Thank you for your support.

V.P. for political affairs
Responsibilities: director of the office of leeislative affairs, chair
Washington Student Lobby Central chapter, hire the legislative liaison.

Sarah. Schacht

What happens when someone puts all they are into an organization,
·refusing to give in to apathy and indecision? -When they work for their
constituent's wants, and don't stop until they're obtained? -When they
work within the legislature, benefiting students here? -When they listen
to the students, faculty, and administration, finding good solutions to
CWU's conflicts? -What happens when you vote Sarah Schacht into the
BOD (VP for Political Affairs)? A lot. Sarah is experienced and dedicated
to improving CWU; working with WSL and RHC, she understands problems CWU faces. Sarah was a hoyse page, lobbyist, and CWU PACURH and NACURH leadership
conference rep. Sarah is North Campus Programmer and on Budget Review Committee. Put a
Schacht (pronounced "shot") in your BOD-get not only answers to your questions; get RESULTS.

Bryce Wynn
The most important job of the VP for Political Affairs is to increase political
awareness at CWU. The way to achieve this is through increased communication at every level; most importantly at the individual to individual
level. We must utilize the vast pool of knowledge that surrounds us to
improve the community of CWU. We should let the art students use their
skills to aesthetically improve the entire campus. Let the marketing students use their skills to market CWU and increase enrollment. Let the
political science students lead. As students you should let this political science major lead you in next years political affairs. I implore you to vote Bryce Wynn Vice
President for Political Affairs.

V.P. for academic affairs
Responsibilities: serve as liaison between the ASCWU-BOD and both
· the faculty Senate and the Provost's office.

Ja~~~ )J.?.~~r;~n~l~m runnin9 for Vice President for Equity

and Community Services. I want this position so I can motivate the students and the community to work together on diversity and community
service projects. I have been involved in the Equity and Services Council
for the last two years. Working with the council, I have learned what is
required to have this job and with this experience I think that I am qualified for the position of Vice President for Equity and Community
Services. When elected I will promote diversity and community service
projects both on and off campus. Thank you for your time. Remember
vote James Jorgensen for Vice President for Equity and Community Services. Vote on May 6.

Josh Kilen

Greetings, my name is Josh Kilen and I want to be your Vice President
for Academic Affairs. For this next year I have three goals: 1)Watchguard
the Faculty Senate in order to protect the interests of students, 2)Help
communicate on a regular basis what the BOD is doing and what I
would be doing, and 3)Reform the General Education Requirements and
establish a system of post tenure review. That said, I have never been
afraid to stand for a cause I believe in and the academic rights of every
student of CWU is something I hold to be unalienable. Also, I am not
afraid to step on some faculty toes in order to accomplish my goals.
Please make the wise choice, go out and vote, and while you're at it, vote for Josh Kilen.

g
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509)
963-1027.

Observance

It's election season
Get ready! It's that time of year again. Time for
another dismal turnout for an ASCWU election. You
know the drill. The few candidates who are actually
running are all over campus trying to get their
names known. Those students who can actually
remember their professors' names and/or the name
of Central's president (hint: Ivory Nelson), seek out
the polling places. Once at the polling place, it's
time to decide. Do you vote for friends? Or do you
vote for family? That is how tight-knit the ASCWU
family appears to be.
After last fall's marches and demonstrations
where students were demanding to be heard and
taken seriously, it is amazing that there is only one
candidate for ASCWU president. There is a write-in
candidate, but he can't even speak at forums unless
questions are directed toward him. What happened
to all of those marchers who said they would not go
away? Have they called bullshit on the process? A
process that essentially prevents a write-in candidate
from winning doesn't warrant our trust.

Students deserve more
The names of three candidates for next year's student trustee position have been submitted to Gov.
Gary Locke. The govempr must now decide which
student to choose. It is unfortunate, though, that
ASCWU President Bruce Eklund's name was not
included. Eklund apparently applied for the position,
but was disqualified because a letter of recommendation arrived late. Having sat at the trustee table all
year as ASCWU president, Eklund would have been
the perfect candidate. Eklund was not afraid to fight
for what he believed in or question the motives of
others. That is probably not what Locke or the
Board of Trustees want from a student trustee, but it
would have served students well. Being honest and
open would have .probably disqualified him in the
eyes of the powers that be, though.

-Tom Stanton
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"There is nothing that explicitly says how a write-in candidate should be dealt with and the
election commission has interpreted (tWisted) the election codes to eliminate write-in candidates
from debates and remove their name, picture, and campaign statement from the election posters."
Kyle Alm, ASCWU vice president for political affairs

Taylor sympathizer
responds to column
This is a short response to correct
some of the many errors that Devi
Snively made in last week's online edition of the Observer. Let me get to the
points needing addressing.
Devi claimed that Mr. Taylor, when
talking about race, "gave it to" Dr.
Fuentes because Fuentes showed that
there were "no biological races," and
that this was a concession on Taylor's
part. In reality, Taylor "gave it to"
Fuentes, so Fuentes would stop bickering about a definition Taylor didn't

come to debate (i.e. the existence of
"biological" races), and get to the reasons why Blacks are, for instance, heavily underrepresented in physics departments (which is math intensive, and a
"true" universal), and overrepresented
in the N.&A? I've got the tape - Fuentes
didn't answer one of these similar questions (neither did Fuentes concede that
Taylor was correct, but that's another
story all on its own).
In addition, Devi claims, "Taylor
never did provide a satisfactory definition for what he considered to be Black,
Asian, White "races" ... However, if one
paid attention at the lecture, Taylor
repeated again and again who would be

News Editor: Carrina Galloway, Assistant Editors: Claire Hein, Logan
Luft, Reporters: Tricia Boey, Joel DiBacco, Angie Dirk, Krissie Hughes,
Mike Jenkinson, Nao Miura, Matthew Parretta, Noel Siler, Jessica Terrel,
Matthew Worden.
Scene Editor: Daren Schuettpelz, Assistant Editor: Roslyn Biggs,
Reporters: Stephanie Barnett, Tim Bottorff, Shawnte Pearson, Cory Rikard,
Kristen Schwab, Emily Watson.
Sports Editor: Tara Rattray, Assistant Editor: Dave Banuelos Reporters:
Steve Griffith, Jon Guddat, Jason Leavitt, Rebecca Matzen, Wendy Roberts,
Mike Wells.
Photo Editor: Kelly Christensen, Assistant Editors: Angela Barbre, Amy
Jensen, Photographers: Joe Gurriere, Breanne Jones, Margaret King, Doug
Yuasa.
Copy Editor: Alan Grimes, Assistant Editor: Elizabeth Belts.
Online Editor: Joe Bair, Assistant Editor: Yu-chieh Tung.

considered of which "race." I urge Devi
to watch the video recording again,
about 3 or 4 more times, and then dare
make such a ludicrous statement. Also,
Devi claims that Taylor thought "skin
color" was important in determining
"races," whe~ in fact Taylor said quite
clearly that it was one of the least
important "features" in determining
"race." Again, Devi is simply making
things up like a child who saw the
Boogie-man.
I don't have the onus of having a

See LETTERS, Page 9

DEADLINES
Listed are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The
Observer, CWU, Ellensburg.WA 98926 or by fax at 963-1027.
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the
Wildcat Week planner, Buzz Bin. • Monday, 3p.m. - Letters to the
editor, Spectacle and weekend sports information.

: : : : : : : ,: .: : : : : .: : : ,:·: :_:_:,: : : : :_: : :_: .: :·: : :1: ~: 1:1:1:~:,~:1,:~: :m: s.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :·: : : : : :': : : : : : 1: :~1: 1:.: :
• Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call the
Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information to
963-1027.
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Continued from Page 8
guest editorial filled with outright distortions, so I'll keep
my last comment short. Devi claims, "As Dr. Fuentes was
heading out, one of the few student sympathizers with
Taylor said that he had a few bones to pick with the
anthropologist. Dr. Fuentes replied with a "Great!" and
suggested that the separatist come by his office and talk or better yet, that he take some anthropology courses. I
think I even detected a faint blush on the fellow's face as
he replied, 'Oh, no. I'll leave the science to you.' Well, I
was the "blushing" student, but Devi forgot the conversation in the middle of that short, friendly exchange of
words, which sounded like, ''I'll leave the debate about
"biological races" to scientists, as I could care less about
nit-picking about how humans should use definitions."
So much for honesty!
In the end, go to the library and watch the video
recording of the "debate."
David J.

S~ennett

student

Changes in school systems
triggers shootings
Columbine. Why? Do you ever ask this question? I
know I have. Since the 1960s school systems in the
United States have undergone major changes, mostly for
the worst. The schools have changed from educational
institutions, to a place of social function.
Have you ever wondered why these shootings are not
happening on college campuses? Colleges do not pass
students for reason of social class. In college you earn
your grades. If you fail, you're out. If you're a jock and
don't make grades you don't play. It doesn't matter what
color, what sex, what sexual preference, or how old a student you are. You either make grades or you're out.
Maybe it is time for high schools to do the same. The
one common factor in all of these school shootings is that
these students had social problems at school. Guns were
just instruments of choice used to perform their acts of
destruction.

and the election commission has interpreted (twisted) the
election codes to eliminate write-in candidates from
debates and remove their name, picture, and campaign
statement from the election posters.
This perversion of democratic ideals has basically
handed the election to Kristy Gillespie. The punishment
fo~ turning in an election packet late is being a write-in
candidate. By not having a name on the ballot the candidate has been punished to the point where no write-in
candidate has won a BOD election.
The election commission has effectively done two
things: illegitimatized write-in candidates and perverted
the idea that anyone can win an election as a write-in candidate. By eliminating candidates from the debates the
election commission is only damaging the student body
by not allowing the electorate to become familiar with the

•••

KITCHEN TABLE TALK

6 p.m., SUB 218; for details, call the
£-Center.
NOT UNLIKE TRADITIONAL STUDENTS

4 p.m., SUB 213; for details, call Sandy at
933-3094.
SAFE

5 p.m., SUB 106; for details, call Carola at
963-3213.

cand~dates.

SALT COMPANY

This type of policy is worthy of third-world dictators
and other autocratic despots. I want to encourage all of
you who find this policy despicable to come to our BOD
meeting and let your elected officials know that this is not
Colombia, Yugoslavia, or Soviet Russia. This is
Ellensburg, Wash. and we should expect a little more
from our government.

8:30 p.m., CMA Church, 14th and B streets.

Kyle Alm

ASCWU vice president for political affairs

What is the point to Wellness
Center's advertisements?
I can't help but wonder what the Wildcat Wellness
Center's intended message is every time I spot one of its
frequent advertisements in the Observer (eg: "58% of
CWU students drink 0 to 4 drinks when they party").
I keep looking for a pertinent social message on the
common 5-inch by 8-inch ads, such as "Therefore, if you
drink, drink responsibly," but there never is une. So what
are the objecJ:ives of the ad campaign and where does the
funding come from? If some of my S&A dollars are going
toward this, I'd rather have my share of the advertisement
dollars contributed to the Safe Ride program.
Brad Hawkins

&tudent

IJ

BOOKS FOR BREAKFAST

8 a.m., Mt. Stuart Elementary; for details, call
Lorinda at 963-1643.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
"MOVIE NIGHT"

7 p.m., 706 N. Sprague at the CCM House;
for more information, call 925-3043.

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY

6 p.m., Hebeler 121; for information, call
963-1428.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

7 p.m., 706 N. Sprague at the CCM House.
CHEERS

7 p.m., SUB Chief Owhi room.
CIRCLE K

Jon Carpenter

student

President race makes a mockery
of the democratic process
There have been some happenings lately in the
ASCWU. Whether you blame it on society or the elections that are coming up, there appears to be something
rotten in E-burg, and it's not the stockyard. The elections
this year were destined to be memorable. Student apathy
has hit a new low when the most illustrious elected position in student government, ASCWU president, went
unopposed. Most people expect a large turnout for this
position; it is a paid position and something that looks
good on a resume. When people heard that there was no
race for ASCWU President, there was some very legititmate concern over what appears to be an autocratic BOD.
Since the student body heard the news there has been
one student, and mention of others, who has made a commitment to running a write-in candidate. This has caused
a large amount of confusion for the election commission.
A write-in candidate is required to do everything that the
normal candidates have done including collecting 100
student signatures, pay $20, and follow all of the election
codes and penalty structure. There is nothing that explicitly says how a write-in candidate should be dealt with

Flag burning is an injustice to
those who died for our country
I am writing this letter in regards to the article "ACLU
defends flag burning." I feel that the issue of why the constitutional right to burn the flag should be upheld was
stated very clearly. However, the issue as to why the flag
should be protected from burning was, at best, ambiguously conveyed.
While I fully support the ACLU's crusade to protect
constitutional rights I cannot say that I condone flag burning. I personally believe that the flag not only represents
the men and women who have fought and died for it so
that we may have Constitutional rights, but also represents the constitution itself. By the act of burning the flag
one not only dishonors those individuals who have given
their lives for freedom, but also the Constitution that
allows one to have the freedom of speech to burn it.
Thomas Jefferson once said, "the tree of liberty must
be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots ..." By supporting burning of the flag, would the
"blood" of these patriots be in vain?

6:00 p.m., SUB 210.
REJOYCE IN JESUS CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP

6:30 p.m., SUB Yakama room.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
(SHRM)

6:00 p.m., SUB 206.
SWINGCATS

7 p.m., SUB Ballroom.

CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

7 p.m., Mary Grupe Center.
TOURNAMENT TUESDAYS

All day, SUB Games Room.

Chistina M. Wampler

student

. VOTE!

BLACK STUDENT UNION

6 p.m., SUB Chief Owhi room.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST'S
"REAL LIFE"

7 p.m., Mary Grupe Center.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

7 p.m., 706 N. Sprague.
GALA

The Observer would like to remind
students to vote in riext Thursday's
ASCWU election.

7 p.m., SUB Yakama room.
RHC

6 p.m., Barto Lounge.
To submit meeting information, contact the
Observer in Bouillon 222 or call 963-1073 by Friday
at 5 p.m.

[rp
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have spent half my life trying to get
away from journalism, but I am still m1red
in it - a low trade and habit worse than
heroin, a strange, seedy world full of mis~
fits and drunkaras and failures."
,
Hunter S. Thompson
journalist
/

Spring sun inspires bike madness
by Cory Rikard
Staff reporter
For those out there who fail to
focus on the random colored blurs of
motion flying by them at break-neck
speeds on campus, do nof feel bad.
Those blurs are just fellow college
students on pedal-powered rockets,
or to put it in layman's terms, mountain bikes.
"Speed is definitely the key,"
junior Joe Amato said. "Knowing
that you could crash into anyone at
anytime gives me a tremendous
adrenaline rush."
The mentality of the extreme athlete is quite a bil different than that of
the non-extremist. Speed, air, power
and the willingness to try something
that will most likely hurt ·if not done
properly are the key ingredients in
the crockpot of mountain bikers
everywhere.
"You only live once, right?"
Amato said. "I mean, if I get hurt,
bones heal. But at least I gave it my
best shot. I know that sounds nuts,
but it is what makes me feel alive."
What started out as a simple
design in the late 70s and early 80s is
now turning-the biking world upside
down. Mountain bikes can now cost
as much, or more, than some of
today's used cars. But the beauty of
.the bikes is what lures potential bikers into its warped web.
"I got into mountain biking

central
calls for
photos
by Daren Schuettpelz
Scene editor

file photo/Observer

With the coming of spring, Central students are dusting off their bikes and hitting the
trails for some extreme biking. Students enjoy the adrenaline rush biking provides.
through bad influences," senior business major Adam Johnson said.
"Actually, I am kidding. A good
friend let me ride his bike around one
day and I was instantly hooked. It is
the feel of the bike and the fun of the
ride that got me."
Mountain bikes come in many

different styles, shapes, makes and
models. Front suspension (which acts
like shocks on a car to cushion the
ride), rear suspension (cushions the
butt for off road racing) and dual suspension (put two and two together)
offer every rider at every level a
chance to take on the wilderness, or

just the road for a Sunday afternoon
cruise.
"I have been riding for about six
months now," Johnson said. "I

See Bl KE, Page 13

The chance for amateur
photographers to get published
has arrived.
Central will be giving film
away and offering free developing. The idea behind this
give-away is to get people to
take pictures of Central they
think are memorable or reflective of the university.
The selected .pictures will
be published in the Viewbook.
The Viewbook is a Central
publication aimed at attracting
new students.
There is a catch to the deal
however. )'hose who take the
free film must sign a waiver
agreeing to waive any and all
rights to the negatives or prints.
Prospective photographers
have until the end of the day
today to pick up the film in
room 290 of the Library. The
film must be returned undeveloped by May 10.
Photographers must have
their own cameras.

KCWU counts down to inaugural on-air date
by Shawnte Pearson
Staff reporter

Margaret King/Observer

Drew Foisie, KCWU DJ and junior in English, records one of his last cable performances.
On Friday, April 30, he'll be able to be heard by anyone who tunes in to 88.1 FM. "The
'Burg" will have guest speakers and a slew of prizes for those in attendance.

After four years of hard work and
anticipation, KCWU, "The 'Burg,"
is going on the air April 30.
"I think it is a good thing that the
station will be available.for people to
listen to. The more stations
Ellensburg gets the better," Mark
Wibe, history major, said. "It will be
good for the school too."
No longer will cable cords be
needed for listening to KCWU.
People can listen to "The 'Burg"
morning, noon, and night. Anyone
can listen in theii rooms or in their
car.
"It's amazing to see the history
and how far we've come," Colin
Walker, KCWU's promotions/development director, said. "KCWU started in the back of the Chief Owhi
room and has grown."
On midnight of April 30 KCWU
will officially be on the air, but until
the festivities begin 88.1 FM will
broadcast a message counting how
many hours and minutes are left.
"I am so stoked," KCWU DJ

Kristal Brown· said. "I have been a
DJ for almost two years, and now
when my mom drives into town she
.can hear all the hard work everyone
puts in on a daily basis."
KCWU's inaugural broadcast
will be broadcast live from the corner of Fourth Avenue and Pearl
Street in downtown Ellensburg. The
festivities begin at 11 a.m., then the
official sign-on kicks off when Chris
Hull, KCWU director, plays the first
song.
At approximately 12: 10 p.m.
there will be a message from
Governor Gary Locke followed by a
live speech from Keith Champagne.
President Nelson and various radio
station staff will also speak.
Students have the opportunity to
win a TV if they can guess what the
first song will be. KCWU will hav·e a
box in the SUB for people to submit
their guesses.
,
Requests and dedications can be
made by calling 963-2311. Those
made April 30 will probably not be
aired until after 3 p.m. on Friday
afternoon because of the planned
events.
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Belly up to

Austin's Eats

photo courtesy of the Office of International

Stud~es

and Programs

The two-act bilingual musical; "Entre Dos Mundos,"deals with the civil war in El
Salvador. It was brought to Central as part of the Celebration of Cultures '99.

Play tackles love, loss, politics
by Stephanie Barnett

Staff reporter
Hertz Hall on a warm Wednesday
evening: the stage is set with black
panels and a single colorful backdrop; Spanish music mixes quietly in
the background. The lights dim and
two lovers enter dancing a Hispanic
folk dance with Death. So begins
"Entre Dos Mundos," a bilingual
musical performed by Teatro
Milagro.
Performed in two acts, the musical is about a srriall group of people
living amidst the horrors of the
Salvadoran Civil War.
The show offers a brief look at
love and loss, as well as a commentary on government and politics . . It
was written by Danel with a score by
nationally known Cuban composer
Rodolfo Ortega.
"We try to provide the best quality Hispanic art experience for people
of all backgrounds, and we try to

SAs are
Not TAs
Midterm deadlines are approaching and Central students are flocking
to the computer labs to finish up last
minute assignments. A common
complaint of users is that the student
assistants (SAs) do not know _what
they are doing.
"People misunderstand the role
of the lab assistants. People think
SAs are there to help them with their
programs and know all about them.
They don't know all the technical
stuff. They're there to keep the labs
open and assist student as much as
possible," David Storla, academic
computing labs manager, said.
SAs are available to assist students with lab resources and to provide a measure of security in the
labs. They are not teaching assistants
and are not expected to answer questions pertaining to hcmework
assignments.

You know you want
to join the
Observer...
Call 963-1073.

involve all sorts of Hispanic artists
known both locally and nationally, as
well as unknown," Danielle Malan,
actor and co-founder of the group,
said. "We want to educate youth
about global issues."
The Office of International
Studies and Programs (OISP)
brought Teatro Milagro here as a part
of the Celebration of Cultures '99.
"We've never done a bilingual
program," Chris Andresen, international student advisor with . OISP,
said. "We brought them here
because it supported both the academic and greater regional communities."
A discussion between audience
members and actors followed the
show.
Several students and local citizens were interested in the ideas and
issues behind the play, while others
wanted to know about working for
the troupe.
"I thought the performance was

good and the discussion was great,"
Andresen said. "It's such a rare thing
to get that connection. In some
ways, it's almost more valuable
because you know how people were
connecting and what they took from
it."

Teatro Milagro focuses around
social issues and outreach with students. They perform primarily in
migrant communities where there are
not many art resources.
For this show, they spoke
Spanish about 50 percent of the time.
In other shows, they speak exclusively Spanish.
"I like the work. It is very
rewarding, especially in the workshops when we get to work directly
with the students-to work with them
and get results," actress . Rebecca
Martinez said.
Teatro Milagro is based in
Portland, Ore. They have a mainstage production company and a
dance company.

..
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·CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

Dr. Myron Linder
Dr. Sandy Linder

1011 N. Alder

Troupe Rose, a local belly dancing group, will host a celebration of
Middle Eastern culture, feast, and dance at Austin's Eats on May 1.
Among those slated to perform are Tajamuul, Women of the Well,
Mish Mish, Naseem Olam or "Women of the World," and Troupe Rose.
The feast will feature an assortment of different Middle Eastern flavors including: chicken with peanut sauce, hummus, and curried vegetables ainong other things. Feasting begins at 6:30 p.m. followed by
dance performances.
The evening will wrap up with live Middle Eastern music for everyone to dance to and a maypole to celebrate the coming of spring.
Tickets are $16 single or $28 per couple and can be purchased at
Austin's Eats or Billy Mac's Juice Bar.
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High-energy comedian returns to Central
by Tim Bottorff
Staff reporter

photo curtesy of Campus Life

Quick dumb jokes won't mire Chris Curtis'
opening act performance. He is said to be
cynical and his observations will require
the audience to think more about life.

The comedians are coming! The comedians are coming! Yes, comedy fans, another night of non-stop laughs is here.
Chris Curtis and Chris Warren, two top
comedians from the Pacific Northwest, will
be performing tomorrow night at Club
Central.
Curtis, the opening act, was the 1993
Comic of the Year on the Laff Stop Comedy
chain. He has adopted a cynical way of
looking at everyday life to get laughs.
His observations have come from spending 14 grueling years on the road touring the
comedy circuit. These observations are
spiced with subtlety to encourage his audience to think critically.
Curtis doesn't just hand out punch lines.
Most of his material requires some critical
thinking in conjunction with a cynical
mindset.
Warren, who makes his home in
Spokane, is known for exercising a lot of
energy on stage. He uses political satire and
angled views of everyday life in his comedy
routine.
Warren is returning to Central for an
encore performance.

"

You get the

same entertainment as a Seattle
comedy club,
but for a lot less
money.

''

-Walter Waddel
He has performed regularly at The
Improv, The Last Laff, and Comedy
Underground in Seattle, as well as other
clubs around the United States and Canada.
In addition, he performs on many campuses, including Washington State
Univsersity and Penn State University. He
also performs for clubs and corporations
like the National Cattleman's Association
and Narcotics Anonymous.
Warren was a past winner of the Pacific
Northwest
Invitational
Comedy
Competition. He has been on KZEL radio in

Eugene, Oregon, and KVI talk radio in
Seattle.
Comedy Night is presented by Club
Central. The show starts at 8 p.m., and
admission is $3 at the door.
Steve Simmons, a senior majoring in
biology and chemistry, plans on attending.
"Comedy Nights are a great way to
spend a Friday night," Simmons said. "It's
both entertaining and inexpensive."
Walter Waddel, a business administration senior , enjoys going to Comedy Night.
"You get the same entertainment as a
Seattle comedy club, but for a lot less
money," Waddel said. "Plus it's not smoky
or dirty there."
Even though Comedy Night has been
going on at Central for years, it still has
competition. Friday night festivities, in
whatever form they may be offer stiff competition to students making it down to the
SUB. All night binge parties to movies
downtown rank high among other chosen
options.
"I always want to go, but I never seem to
make it to the SUB on Friday night," Seth
Warren a senior accounting major said.
It should be a great show, so try thinking
about delaying the Friday night drinking for
a few hours and catch it.

~ll theme

rooms have ;jacuzzis,
~own comfornrs, ,Large 77)'s, 'lJC(j(,
(j(efrigerators, 100" '52lll Cotton (]Jath Sheets.
2'/on-smokif_!fJ. 2'/o pets.
~

from c$69, &m. - 7liut'S.
from c$89 :J'ri. - &t.

photo courtesy of Army ROTC

1720 Canyon Rd. Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509)962-8030 or (509)533-0822 Fax (509)962-8031
Visit our Website: http: I I www.ellensburg.com/-goosecrk/
E-mail: goosecrk@ellensburg.com

Copters land at Central

_:~~

~

I ALWAYS FEEL LIKE l'M ON THE RUN.
EXCEPT, STRANGELY ENOUGH, WHEN l'M OUT RUNNl~G. ,
·1

,

The National Guard is bringing Army helicopters
for display to Central today.
Helicopters, like this UH-1 (Huey), are most commonly seen in Vietnam war movies.
Two other helicopters, a OH-58 Scout and UH-60
Blackhawk, will also visit Central. The helicopters will
land by Peterson Hall around 10 a.m. and stay until

about 3 p.m.
Captain Kevin Wesolowski said the reason for the
display is to promote the Army ROTC program at
Central.
"It's a good chance for students to ·come out and
climb around the aircraft and talk to aviators,"
Wesolowski said.

I ....._____________________.

Correction

1he Air lmara is designed specifically for the female runner. It has an
anatomically correct sockliner for support and stability, and heel lobes
to keep a woman's narrow ankle and heel snug.. Plus it's li~ht enough
to make ''iust one more mile" something you said three miles ago.

.I
WI.·

1

In the article, "Central alum
lights up Spurgeon," William
Dunning said Ned B.ehnke was at
the height of his career with his pattern painting in New York and not
an early leader of the modern art
movement.

Aspen Grove
Manufactured Home Park
• NewHomes
• Affordable Housing
• Quality Neighborhood

Why Rent When You
Can Own?
925-7777
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'Lost and Found' should remain lost
by Cory Rikard
.Staff reporter
"Titanic." "Jurassic Park." "E.T."
"Lost and Found." Three of these
movies have been blockbusters. One
hasn't and unless Jean Claude VanDamm wins the Academy Award for
best actor, funnyman David Spade's
new movie "Lost and Found" probably will stay that way.
The comedy world is just now
coming to grips with the loss of comedy le$end Chris Farley and missing
him more than ever after witnes~ing
Spade's latest attempt. _
The not-so-comical "Lost and
Found" begins with Spade's character, Dylan Ramsey, trying to dump
his stripper girlfriend.
When that plan backfires and she
dumps him first, Spade is sent into
the chas~ of despair, wondering if he
will ever find true love, or at least
more sex.
Enter sexy cellist Lila Dupuoir

(Sophie Marceau, "Braveheart"),
Granted, there were some humorwho just happens to move into ous interjections in "Lost and
Spade's apartment building.
Found," but hardly anything that
After leaving her abusive ex- compares to many of today's
fiance in PC\ris and coming to "Saturday. Night Live" cast member
America, she conveniently winds up movies.
on the broken-hearted Spade's
Even with support from acting
doorstep.
greats Jon Lovitz and Martin Sheen,
With a little help from Dupuoir's "Lost · and Found" was little more
sneaky dog and his own warped than tolerable.
head, Spade devises a scheme to win
It's twisted, confusing sub-plots
the girl's heart. He kidnaps the dog in and horrible humor acted as a nice
a simplistic plan to spend time with foundation for putting me to sleep.
her.
"Lost and Found" is a pathetic
When her old boyfriend comes attempt at the kind of humor and
calling, however, the scheme turns lewdness the dynamic duo of Farley
sour, leaving Spade to cover his and Spade used to bring to the
tracks.
screen.
The director decided to poison his
Without Farley (not to mention a
audience by adding a vast assortment good plot) "Lost and Found" will
· of side plots designed to add depth .. stay in the lost pile, hopefully not to
and character to the movie.
be found again.
However, the real problem here
My advice: wait for this to come
is that Spade is not a leading man and out on video, then rent something
without Farley, his comedy never else. "Lost and Found" is not yet gets off the ground.
playing at in Ellensburg.

David Spade finds the lost dog
of Sophie Marceau and keeps it
to try and lure her. He does his
best to get the girl and create
laughter in his new fli~k, but
fails at both.

Film reel rating
I reel: Better a~ting in pornos 5 reels: Grab anyone and see it now

d
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Better than class
DISCOUNTED "TRUE WEST" TICKETS
Today is the last day to see "True West" at the discount price of $5
for all seats. The show will be presented at 6:30 p.m. The show contains
adult situations and themes. For more information call 963-1774.
VIDEMUS FILM SERIES CONTINUES
"Seed of Sarah" will be shown tonight in room 147 of the new
Science Building. Mark Polishook, assistant professor, will present the
film for which he composed music.
ROTC HELICOPTER DISPLAY
The Washington National Guard will fly several helicopters for display in fro~t of Peterson Hall. The display will last from I0 a.m. to 3
p.m. Students and locals are invited to tour the aircraft, ask questions
and take pictures.

Amy Jensen/Observer

"True West" strays from the typical Western path. Drama students, Robb Padgett and
Tobias Dycus, capture the drama and tension that is common between brothers.

Sibling angst in wild west
KCWU GOES ON AIR
KCWU will officially go o.n air at 88. l FM. An inaugural broadcast
celebration will take place downtown at 4th Avenue and Pearl Street
beginning at noon. Free food and prizes will be given away.
VIDEMUS FILM SERIES CONTINUES
"Apocalypse Now" will be shown tonight in room 147 of the new
Science Building. The film will be introduced by Michael Launius,
political science professor.
CENTRAL FACULTY JAZZ QUARTET PERFORMS
The faculty jazz quartet will perform this evening beginning at 8
p.m. in the Hertz Recital Hall. Tickets are $3 general admission, but stu, dents will be admitted free.
NATURAL SCIENCE SEMINAR
Kristina Ernest, Daniel Beck, and Central students will present a natural science seminar, "Out of the classroom and into the tropics:
Ecology of a dry forest in Southwestern Mexico." The free seminar will
begin at 4 p.m and will be held in room 147 of the new Science
Building.

by Ned Kandzor
Staff reporter
Sam Shepard's "True West" is not
your typical Western. Forget about
ten-gallon hats, tumbleweeds, wide
open places, or even anyone named
"Black Bart."
What this play does have is a
sense of wild abandonment as two
suburban desperados try to steal
away each other's lifestyles in
Southern California.
. . The story is centered around two
· ' ~ktranged brothers- Austin, a cleancut screenwriter and Lee, a small-

time criminal who has a tendency to
hit the bottle hard. Each is secretly
jealous of what the other has and, as
their dreams collide, their worlds
begin to tear apart. Throughout the
play, the two are crammed into their
mother's kitchen like two gunslingers. Their conversations become
duels, their imaginations become
their guns, and their jealousy
becomes their bullets.
Central's theatre arts department
is currently running a rendition of
"True West" in the Tower Theatre
and, though it was Shepard who
molded the script, it's the performing

Lounge
offers
rest

VIDEMUS FILM SERIES CONTINUES
"Gardens of Stone" will be shown tonight in room 147 of the new
Science Building. The film will be introduced by Rex Wirth of the political science department.

STUDENT RECITAL
Two Central students will be giving free public recitals today. Senior
Melanie Tebay will perform on percussion at 3 p.m. Senior Treva
Reichert, mezzo-soprano, will perform at 5 p.m. Both performances
will be in Hertz Hall.

PALACE CAFE
9
s'liice

1 25
•

VIETNAM VETERANS PRESENT PANEL AT CENTRAL
A panel of six Kittitas County Vietnam veterans will recount their
personal experiences with the war at 7:00 p.m. in the Chavez Theatre
(upstairs in SUB). The free program will include slides, video, maps,
questions, answers and group discussion.
FRENCH HORN AND PIANO CONCERT
Jeffrey Snedeker, Marilyn Wilbanks, and Peter Gries will present a
concert of French music for horn and piano. The concert will be held in
Hertz Hall at 8 p.m. General admission is $3, but students will be admitted free.

NATIONAL CO-CHAIR OF MECHA SPEAKS
Randy Nunez, national co-chair of MEChA, will present a lecture on
"The History of Cinco de Mayo," from 11-12 in the SUB Pit or outside
amphitheater, weather permitting.

1 8

Well Drinks
Draft Beer

4tb. & Main

JAZZ GUITARIST FEATURED IN SUB PIT
Michael Powers will perform at noon in the SUB Pit. Although his
music is most often categorized as jazz, it stylistically resembles pop,
R&B, and Blues as well. The show is free.

actors that must breathe life into the
characters.
Onstage, drama senior Robb
Padgett and drama junior Tobias
Dycus do an excellent job capturing
the dynamic tension between the
brothers.
Costume, set, and prop design \
were wisely kept at a minimum to
complement the emphasis upon
Austin and Lee's characters. The
play is a superb character study
stripped to the bare essentials.
Call the Tower Theatre box office
at 963-177 4 for show times and
prices.

2

TueH & Thurs
9i>m to midnight

925-2327

Healt/1 Care.f(J1·
Wo111e11 u11d Me11

by Kristen Schwab
Staff reporter
Once upon a time, not so very
long ago, Ellensburg was a farm
community. Farmers would come to
_ town to shop, but there were no
restrooms for their children to use.
Farmers' wives, local clubs and
the city got together and created the
Ladies Lounge. It began as a
restroom, but over the past 55 years
has become something more.
"We have different people come
in from other states and they're very
impressed," Virginia Hashagen,
president of the Ladies Lounge
Board, said. "It really is quite a
unique place."
Couches and chairs are scattered
around the room and plants hang in
the window. A partition divides the
main room and a smaller room containing a fainting couch where mothers can change their babies.
The Ladies Lounge is a place
where women and children can use
the restroom, telephone and wait for
rides. People who begin feeling ill
while shopping can lie down.
The Ladies Lounge is a registered non-profit organization and is
supported by club and community
donations. The Lounge is located at
407 N. Pine and does not have the
funding to support men's facility.
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Wildcat Sports Calendar
Baseball: Saturday at St. Martin's - 1 p.m., doubleheader;
Sunday at St. Martin's - noon, doubleheader
Softball: Sunday vs. Humboldt State - noon, doubleheader
(last game of the regular season)

Track and Field: Western Washington University Twilight
Invitational - Friday, Bellingham, Wash.; University of Oregon
meet - Saturday, Eugene, Ore.(selected athletes only)

Tracksters blow away competition
by Steve Griffith
Staff reporter
Central's men earned six individual titles while beating down the
competition at the Spike Arlt Invite
last Saturday.
Shawn Bills won the 400 meter
(49.65), James Neil took first in the
100 hurdles (16.07) and Mike
Alexander leaped 15-1 to win the
pole vault. Tony Butorac launched
into the triple jump pit, 43-10-112
taking first.
The men's 4x100 relay team of
Josh DeLay, Chris Faulconer, Kale
Sauer and Chris Courtney broke the
stadium record and set a new school
record that has been held since 1972
with a time of 3:36.41.
"Everything seems to be coming
together in practice," Tony Hoiby
said. "Now I just need to get it
together here."
Hoiby threw the javelin 185-04
feet, which was good enough to take
third and score some of the points for
the men.
Central's women fought hard by
finishing up the day in third place.
Amy Forrey took the 3000 meter
event without a problem in 10:55.05,
while teammate Sarah Forrey finished second in 11:10.29. Abby
Bielenberg ran past everyone to take
home the 5000 run in 19:18.7.
Out in the field Stacey Faller sent
the discus 137 feet to claim first.

Doug Yuasa/Observer

Daren Dean takes a leap during last
weekends triple jump competition.
Sarah Lind continued her dominance in the javelin winning at 1268. She would claim another victory in
the shot put with a put of 38-0.

Breanne Jones/Observer

The Wildcat women finished third in last weekend's Invite. The women
received help from strong finishes in the 3000 and 5000 meter events.

"I just need to pop more and then
I'll be fine," Lind said.
Linsy Nickels beat the school
record in the steeplechase by nearly

20 seconds with a time of 7:37.3.
Central will split its squad this
weekend with part of the team competing at the University of Oregon in

Eugene on Saturday and the remainder of the team heading to the
Western Washington University
Twilight Invite in Bellingham Friday.

Pitchers shllt down T-Birds
by Jason Leavitt
Staff reporter

Observer file photo

Sophomore Dustin Page contributed two doubles
and RBl's last weekend against British Columbia.

The Wildcats baseball team
remained focused and took three out of
four games from the University of
British Columbia this past weekend.
"It was nice coming away with three
wins, but on Sunday we played down to
their level and I was disappointed,"
head coach Desi Storey said. "We were
lucky to squeak that 12-inning game
out."
In the first game of the doubleheader
on Saturday, senior Scott Earle picked
up his eighth victory of the year.
Earle struck out five and distributed
six hits in his ninth complete game of
the season, tying the school record Dave
Heaverlo set in 1972.
Outfielder Chance McClellan broke
the 3-3 tie in the seventh l~ning with a
two-run triple, and later scored on a
ground-out by catcher Ryan Greear.
Tim Akins finished off the scoring surge
with a run-scoring double, and the final
score ended in the Wildcats favor, 7-3.
· "Chance has been solid all year, he is
by far one of the best hitters we have,"

"All our pitch-

ers threw
great all
weekend.''
- Desi Storey
first baseman Jim Jolly said.
Game two featured another complete
game, as sophomore Josh Clark baffled
the Thunderbirds' hitters.
Clark struck out 10 and gave up six
hits, while getting a lot of run support
from Robert Collins and Dustin Page.
Collh1s swatted a two-run homer in
the first inning and had an RBI-double
later in the game. Shortstop Jason Skaug
also hit a home run in the first inning,
and pinch-hitter Jace Dwinell added one
in the seventh, as Central won 13-5.
Clark allowed one run in the second
inning and four more in the fourth, but
settled down afterward to get his third
victory of the year.
"Both Scott and Josh pitched real

well, they have been clutch starters for
us, and on Saturday they were hitting
their locations and making it tough for
their hitters," pitcher Cannon Jones said.
British Columbia's bats finally came
alive on Sunday, as the Thunderbirds
were able to salvage a split of the doubleheader.
In the first game, Justin Fairbanks
pitched into the ninth inning, striking
out five.
But Fairbanks gave up three
unearned runs two innings before, so
with the score knotted at 3-3 in the
ninth, reliever Jon Aarstad came in and
took over for Fairbanks.
The tenth and eleventh innings were
rather quiet for both teams, but in the top
of the 12th, Jolly and pinch-hitter Matt
Acker singled in a run apiece to put
Central ahead, 5-3.
Aarstad finished the Thunderbirds
off, picking up the victory and evening
his season record at 1-1. Storey felt his
team's' pitching was one of the key factors in coming away with the win.

See UBC, Page 17
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Downtown gyms battle for business
by Tim Bottorff
Staff reporter

It's spring: time to start wearing
fewer layers of clothing and show
more skin.
There are several fitness facilities
on campus, and they are free of
charge. However, the limited operating hours make for some overcrowding. Also, the limited variety and
amount of exercise equipment available leaves some unsatisfied.
Orion Jones, junior business
major, is unsatisfied with the equipment in Nicholson Pavilion.
"I play baseball here and the
school should provide better equipment, especially for athletes like me
who play for the school," Jones said.
"It's pathetic up there."
There are two gyms in Ellensburg
for students to choose from: Hans'
Gym and The Gym. Both facilities
have similar membership fees. Hans'
charges $55 per school quarter, and
The Gym charges $54.
Dale McPherson has owned
Hans' Gym for more than 13 years.
He showcases 10,000 square feet of
space at his facility.
McPherson offers a·n abundant
supply of freeweights. Hans' Gym
has Para111-0unt, Hammer Strength
and Centerline weightlifting equipment. There are a total of 15 cardiovas~ular machines by Climax,

LifeFitness and Precor.
There are a variety of aerobic
classes offered at Hans' Gym. These
include dance, step and kickboxing.
McPherson said his fitness center
is better the competition because he
offers more space so, it is not as
crowded inside. He has a free private
parking lot for customer convenience
and daycare is available.
Brad Goings, a junior and sec-~
ondary education major, likes the
atmosphere at Hans' Gym.
"It feels like a real gym," Goings
said. "There are professionals working here if I have any questions.
Also, sometimes, there are some
good-looking girls here."
Israel Valencia has been co-owner
of The Gym for over five years. The
Gym has 7,000 square feet of space
to work out.
Valencia offers InShape and
Cybex lifting equipment in addition
to freeweights.
"Cybex machines are the easiest
to use and are the least intimidating,"
Valencia said.
There are four treadmills, five
steppers, six stationary bikes and two
recumbent bikes.
Like Hans' Gym, The Gym also
has a tanning bed and it's not necessary to be a club member to use it.
Unlike Hans' Gym, however, it is a
10 minute vertical bed, which puts
out intense rays to eliminate tan lines

Breanne Jones/Observer

With the increase in temperatures, many Ellensburg residents are heading to local fitness centers in preparation for the spring and summer months.
addition, patrons who use the cardio- until 3:30 p.m. and late evenings.
vascular machines hav_e a second The crowded period, the time to see
story view of downtown Ellensburg and be seen, is from 3:30 until 7:30
through the oversized windows. p.m. weekdays. Weekends are usualDaycare is also available.
ly not as busy as weekdays.
Orion Jones prefers the atmosBoth Hans' Gym and The Gym
offer assistance from personal trainphere at The Gym.
"There are no guys wearing span- ers. Valencia and McPherson recomdex, and no hip-hop music being . mend students visit both centers to
decide which one meets their indiplayed real loud," he said.
The best time periods to use both vidual needs the best. Students' first
facilities are weekdays from opening visit to both facilities is free.

horizontal beds may create.
The Gym offers kickboxing and
step classes as part of their aerobics
program.
Valencia claims his facility has
the advantage over his competitor.
"We offer a laid-back atmosphere
where everyone can feel comfortable," he said.
The Gym .has a punching bag and
rock-climbing wall, which are not
usually found at fitness centers. In

Wildcat softball strikes out on the road

by Mike Wells
Staff reporter
Observer file photo

The Wildcat softball squad was swept in consecutive doubleheaders against Humboldt State and Western Oregon.
With the four .losses Central drops to 2-14 in the PacWest
Conference standings.

plateau. Wenzel is on pace to be a
triple crown winner for Central by
winning the batting average, home
run, and RBI team titles.
Unfortunately Western Oregon
scored the winning run in the bottom
of the seventh inning for the victory.
The four losses bring the
Wildcats overall record to 11-24 and
2-14 in the PacWest conference.
Central travels over to Lacey to
battle St. Martin's in a make-up
game on Saturday.
The Wildcats are fifth in the
PacWest standings, just one game
ahead of the Saints ( 1-11 ). Central
split a doubleheader with St.
Martin's on April 17.
On Sunday the Wildcats will try
and avenge the losses to Humboldt
State at home in a doubleheader. The
first game is scheduled to start at
noon. This will be Central' s last
game _of the regular season.

committed four errors while junior
Holly ·vanwert and senior Marci
Meddock supplied the only two hits.
In the second game senior Viki
Wenzel hit her third home run of the
season, but the Lumberjacks had too
much power at the plate, out-hitting
the Wildcats 14-5 in the game.
Fellow senior Amber Rikerd
drove in the only other run for
Central.
Not wanting to extend the losing
streak, the Wildcats tried to end it
against Western Oregon on Monday.
That didn't happen as they fell 4-1
and 3-2.
Like the games against Humboldt
St., Central was out-hit 10-4. Junior
Jaime Johnston was the only Wildcat
to get more than one hit in the game,
going 2 for 3.
Wenzel made history in the second game for Central. She is the first
Wildcat to · eclipse the 100 hit

Vicki Wenzel
sets school
record by
reaching 100
career hits

Will a game, lose three or four
games. That's been the pattern for
the women's softball team this sea. son. And the pattern continues on as
the Wildcats dropped four games to
Humboldt St. and Western Oregon
earlier this week.
Last Saturday, Central fell to
nationally ranked Humboldt St. 5-0
and 10-2.
In the first game, the Wildcats

\
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We Can Help!

• Truck Accessories

• Assistance with insurance claims

• Pick-up and Delivery •Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am- 5:30 pm
Your complete collision repair center.

641 W. Cascade Way 925-5680
Domestic-Foreign-Auto-Truck

m
Mays named to All-American team
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UBC:
Central
led by
pitching
staff
Continued from Page 75
"All of our pitchers threw
great all weekend, they just
went out there and stuffed
them," Storey said.
In the second game, the
Wildcats struck first, scoring
two runs in their first at bat, but
watched that lead dissipate in ·
the bottom half of the first as
UBC rattled Wildcat starter
Jones early on.
UBC scored two runs of
their own on a single by Jay
Wrothing. They went on to
pick up another run in the second inning.
Jones was removed in the
third inning in favor of Aarstad.
The reliever went the rest of the
distance, allowing an unearned
run and only two hits. But the
damage was done and UBC
went on to win, 4-2.
Jones was told right before
the game he would be starting
for the first time this season,
and he felt that was one of the
factors in his performance.
"It was a tough situation, I
was told at the last minute that
I would be starting. My command was off, but Aarstad
pitched outstanding to keep the
game tight." Jones said.
The Wildcats are now 16-17
on the season with eight games
remaining.
Central will take on St.
Martin's College on Saturday
and Sunday in two doubleheaders in Lacey.
The Wildcats will return
home next weekend to closeout
the season against the
University of British Columbia
in two doubleheaders May 8-9.

by David Banuelos
Asst. sports editor
After capping off a stellar freshman season with a seventh place finish at the NCAA Division II National
Championships, Ellensburg's own
Marcus Mays was honored with a
spot on the All-American team last
week.
"He went out at nationals and
wrestled hard from start to finish,"
Central coach Kevin Pine said. "It
was a great way to end the season for
him."
Mays was the west region's top
competitor this year at 141 pounds,
and finished with record of 29-10.
"My goal going into nationals
was to become an All-American,"
Mays said. "It feels great to get there
in my first year."
At nationals, Mays came in as an
unknown wrestler from Central and
turned a lot of heads. He easily
defeated Truman State University's
Brad Kiefer 7-2. In the second round,
Mays hit a snag against eventual
national
champion
Braumon
Creighton of Nebraska-Omaha.

a

Mays put up a valiant effort, but was
eventually overwhelmed 16-6.
"He's the best wrestler I faced all
season, maybe ever," Mays said. "I
threw everything I had at him and
none of it worked."
Mays went on to win two of his
next three matches to claim seventh
place and serve notice to the rest of
the country that he will be a dominating force next season.
"Marcus showed everyone there
what he was made of," Pine said.
"Most of the guys coming back next
year will be gunning for him."
Also competing at the national
tournament for Central were Ben
Orth (165 lbs.), Bart Orth (174), and
Jack Anderson (157). Unfortunately,
all three were sent packing early.
Bart Orth dropped his first two
matches and was eliminated. Bart
finished what will likely be his final
season with a 37-13 record.
"I just didn't perform up to my
potential," Bart Orth said. "It wasn't
the way I wanted to end my career."
Ben Orth got off to a strong start
by whipping Nathan Gomez of
Central Oklahoma. Unfortunately, he

Observer file photo

Freshman Marcus Mays (left) recently earned a spot on
the NCAA Division II All-American wrestling team.
lost his next two matches. Ben, a junior who will · graduate this June,
might return next season.
The tournament did not start well
for Anderson, who was greeted by a
12-7 loss to eventual champion Scott
Hewitt of Northern Colorado.
Anderson came back to win his next
match, but was ousted shortly after.
"I was beating him most of the

match but I ran out of gas in the last
round," Anderson said. "It was disappointing."
Pine is optimistic about next season now that the Wildcats know what
they are up against.
"I'm excited for next year," Pine
said. "We'll be solid at every weight
and better prepared for the
competition."

Oldsmobile Alero

-~
Jewelry
-Original designs with
diamonds.

GMC Jimmy

-Traditional diumond
solitaires at
reasonable prices.
-Original designs with
Ellensburg Blue™
gemstones in 14K G-cld

Plus •••

1'i1.800.964.GRAD

The Choice Is Yours! Choose from any new Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile or GMC car or truck.

For more information, call:

-Traditional class rlr.~s in
14K Gold with.
Ellensburg Blue~

I

709 So. Main
925-9560

'

l
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Blue Gem CG.

• financing As Low As 0% APR
• No Downpayment When You Purchase
• Special Easy financing for Grads
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PONTIAC.

Gil)
Oldsmoblle.

GMC:.

*GM College Grad Program requires financing or leasing through your dealer and GMAC. The $1000 offer is only available through JL?ne 30, 199!1,
and applies only to eligible vehicles purchased and delivered to residents of Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming and select counties in Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota and South Dakota. See your participating
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile or GMC dealer for details. Copyright 1999 GM Corp. All Rights Reserved.
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Intramurals take action
by Wendy Roberts
Staff reporter

Observer file photo

Softball is spring lntramural's most popular choice for
many students. The lineup includes nearly 60 teams.

Being a student creates tension
that can often only be released
through athletic competition.
Central has a wide variety of
exciting Intramural sports this
spring. Men and women get the
chance to play sports in an organized
environment.
Softball is spring's most popular
event holding almost 60 teams.
The Intramural program has a
wide variety of leagues, consisting of
all men's leagues to .coed leagues,
giving the students a chance to bring

out their competitiveness on the
field.
Basketball is another popular
sport; this spring 16 teams are participating. Intramural soccer has seven
teams, outdoor volleyball has four
teams, tennis has 12 teams and even
golf is available for individuals.
Almost 1,000 students participate in
Intramural competition each quarter.
"It gives students the opportunity
to compete in an athletic environment, for those who do not get the
chance at the college level," John
Duncan, recreation coordinator, said.
Although Intramural sports are
not performed at the collegiate level,

many students get the chance to play
sports and enjoy competitiveness at
all different levels.
Intramurals also give students the
chance to play with friends or even
make new ones.
"It gives me a chance to get the
extra exercise I need to stay in some
kind of shape, both on the court and
out on the field," Brad Baker,
Intramural basketball and softball
participant, said.
This spring Intramural sports are
competitive and exciting to watch.
For more information on
Intramurals log on to their Web site
at cwu.edu/-samunion/isp.html

Local businesses help fund sporting events
by Jon Guddat

Staff reporter
At any sporting event,
more than just the big game is
on display. Advertising, representing local businesses, is a
presence at most Wildcat athletic events.
Publicity through athletic
events creates a perfect situation for both Central and the
advertiser.
Central receives an allocation while the business gains
exposure and fan familiarity
with the company.
Apartment complexes are
some of the familiar types of
businesses that use Central
athletics as an outlet for advertising either through the usual
billboard or sign, or through
contests.
"College Courts gives
away around $11'000 a year,"

Athletic
Director Gary
Frederick said.
Frederick said the apartment complex pays Central
for rights to put on the promotion.
Although Central has not
seen much promotion from
major names such as
McDonald's or other big
businesses for funding, the
process is still in the developmental stages.
About 90 percent of the
present clientele is initiated by
Central contacting local companies.
Some of the best known
supporters of Central's athletics are US Cellular, The Copy
Shop and Winegar's.
US Cellular contributed
free seat cushions to spectators at Wildcat football games
and gave away free water bottles at most home basketball

games.
Dave Oehlerich, Copy
shop owner, said for the last
four to five years his business
has been supporting not only
Central athletics but also other
clubs on campus and around
the community.
"I wanted to support the
school in some way,"
Oehlerich said. "It's a win-win
situation for everybody."
Central and The Copy
Shop have arranged a cash
trade-out in addition to a
trade-out of product. Simply
put, The Copy Shop produces
various flyers or publications
for Central and as payment
Central allows The Copy Shop
advertising at various activities.
Every so often Central's
basketball games host a paper
airplane contest during halftime. The Copy Shop is the

Doug Yuasa/Observer

Central's baseball field displays advertisement signs on the outfield
fence. Many locally owned businesses help sponsor Wildcat athletics as
well as clubs on campus and in the community.
promoter of this activity.
Oehlerich sees this as a unique
way to let students become
more acquainted with his
company.
The contest is a way to
award cash prizes to Central

students, something Oehlerich
said every college student
could use a little more of.
"There are very few
avenues (for advertising) that
you can take because
(Ellensburg) is a small com-

munity," Oehlerich said.
Oehlerich said the reason
he advertises at various
Wildcat sporting events is not
so much to promote his business, rather, it is to support all
of Central's campus activities.

Do you ever feel frustrated or outraged
by some of the stories your campus
newspaper prints? Then here's your
chance to do something about it. join
the Observer and make a difference.
Ca/1963-1073 today!

t_.()()ll • •

'rhe University Store
has
IBM & Apple Computers, Monitors,
Printers, Scanners, Zip Drives, Mice,
Trackballs, Cables, Modems
&
Software

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, you could
get out from under with a threeyear enlistment.
Each year you serve on
active duty reduces your
indebtedness by one-third or
$1,500, whichever amount is
greater, up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits you'll
earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

(at academic prices!)

1-800-USA-ARMY

www.cwu.edu/~store

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:

509-963-1335
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Scoreboard
April 24 at University of British Columbia
Central 7, British Columbia 3
CWU- 001 011 4- 7 12 0
UBC- 002 001 0 - 3 6 1
Central 13, British Columbia 5
CWU- 304 113 1 -13 17 0
UBC- 014 000 0 - 5 6 0
April 25 at University of British Columbia
Central 5, British Columbia 3
CWU- 110 OlO 000 002 - 5 16 6
UBC- 000 000 300 000 - 3 5 1
British Columbia 4, Central 2
UBC- 210 001 x-4 5 2
CWU- 200 000 0 - 2 4 2

April 24 at Humboldt State
Humboldt 5, Central 0
HSU- 000 230 x-5 6 0
CWU- . 000 000 0-0 2. 4
Humboldt 10, Central 2
HSU- 201 304 - lO 14 2
CWU- 010 100 - 2 5 1
April 26 at Western Oregon
Western Oregon 4, Central 1
WOU- 100 030 x - 4 10 1
CWU- 100 000 0 - 1 4 1
Western Oregon 3, Central 2
WOU- 020 000 l - 3 7 1
CWU- 000 020 0 - 2 5 3

Do you want to
get closer to the
on campus
action? Do you
have the people
skills to be a
reporter? If the
answer is yes,
join the
Observer. Call

April 24 Spike Arlt Invitational
Men's scores: 1. Central Washington 219, 2.
Pacific Lutheran 136, 3. Western Washington 120,
4. Eastern.Oregon 44, 5. Puget Sound 43, 6.
Northwest 15
Individual performances: Chris Courtney- 1st in
100 meter; Chris Faulconer- 1st in 200 meter and
2nd in 100 meter; Josh DeLay- 2nd in 200 meter;
Shawn Bills- 1st in 400 meter; James Neil- 1st in
110 hurdles; Ray Turner- 3rd in 400 hurdles; Tony
Butorac- 2nd in long jump and 1st in triple jump;
Mike Alexander- lst in pole vault; Vince Butorac2nd in triple jump; Tony Hoiby- 2nd in shot put and
discus; 4x100 relay team- 1st; 4x400 relay teamlst;
Women's scores: 1. Western Washington 204, 2.
Pacific Lutheran 144, 3. Central Washington 115,
4. Puget Sound 65, 5. Eastern Oregon 48, 6.
Northwest 6
Individual performances: Megan Clancy- 4th in
800 meter; Linsy Nickels- 2nd in steeplechase and
4th in high jump; Amy Farrey- 1st in 3000 meter;
Sarah Forrey- 2nd in 3000 meter; Dana Riste- 4th in
pole vault; Sara Lind- 1st in javelin and shot put and
3rd in long jump; Stacy Faller- 1st in discus; 4x400
relay team- 2nd and 4th

Fifteen teams remain undefeated in Intramural sports
action as of April 23. In basketball, Death Row Inmates,
Auburn and Anti "A-F" are at 4-0. Both Seabass and Tiffany
Barr have a 2-0 record in grass volleyball. In softball action,
Paranoia, The Mad Batters, Can-A-Corn, K.A.G.F. and
Spike Owen remain at 4-0, while Swingers, Lagers, Age,
New Traut and El Nino are at 3-0.

4-on-4 flag football winners
The Bomb Squad emerged victorious in the 4-on-4 flag
football tournament held on April 10. Members of the team
were; Brian Carter, Edgar DuBose, Jason Gilliland, Josh
McDonald, Paul Pasco and Wade Postell. The Bomb Squad
defeated DMX Squad in the championship game.

Intramural golf action
On May 3 Intramural golf will feature individual play on
the front nine. All tee offs are at Ellensburg Golf & Country
Club. Cost is $6 for nine holes. For tee time reservations call
963-3512.

Malce R Difference
Work at Summer Camp
)
)

)
)

)

Sailing, Aviation
Horses, Arts
Hiking, Camping
Swimming, Boats
GIRL SCOUTS
Nature, Biking
Share what you enjoy with kids.
Call 1 (800) 767-6845

963-1073.

EMPLOYMENT
~

Undefeated lntramu-ral teams

Fun Summer Jobs:
Flying Horseshoe Guest Ranch near Cle
Elum is hiring boy's and girl's counselors.
Enjoy horseback riding, swimming (need
two lifeguards), hiking etc., while gaining
valuable experience. Salary plus room
and board. Call Penny: (509) 674-2366
Work in Alaska for the summer. Seafood
processors needed. Ocean Beauty Petersburg, AK facility seeks conscientious, hard working, people willing to work
long hours. Season lasts end of June till
early Sept. $6.50/hr with overtime for over
8 hrs/day, 40 hrs per week. Bonus &. free
housing if you finish the season. EOE. To
apply write: Ocean Beauty Sea-foods, Inc.
- Petersburg, PO Box 70739, Seattle, WA
98107, Attn: S. Leask. Women & minorities are encouraged to apply.
Up-scale festival concession company
seeking individuals for spring/summer
part-time work at the Gorge Amphitheater.
Many available hours and dates to fit your
schedule. Call 360-896-3670 or send
resume to West Coast Events, 12209 NE
4th Plain Rd. Vancouver, WA 99682

Pilot Travel Center now hiring for
summer; Cashiers, maintenance, Subway
help. 18 years& older. Come down to
apply!

FOR RENT
ASHTON COURT
RYEGATE SQUARE APTS
711 & 901 E. 18th Ave.
We are now renting for summer and fall
vacancies. Very large 2 bedroom 1 1/2
bath townhouses close to campus. $545/
month plus deposits. 925-6277 or 9251636

WE'VE GOT JUST THE RIGHT PLACE!
It's unique. It's relaxed. It's new. It's high
tech. It's affordable. Come by and check
us out. University Court Apartments.
2102 N. Walnut, Ellensburg, 962-9090
JUNIPER VILLAGE
-1 block from CWU
-Private patios or balconies
-Units have soundproofing
- Rent is $545
- Ask about our coupon special

962-2726

I
T1tree 100% real cheeses I
topped rvltlt 70 slices of I
I
premium Gallo pepperoni
I
I
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Grad/prof wanted to share 2BR $255/mo.
and 1/2 electric. Laundry. A/C. Parking.
CWU 1 mile. Usual "no"s. 962-1681

FOR SALE

I
I T1tree different kinds of
I freshlv grated cheeses
I
I
I
/Japa ll/11rpl111'JI
I

GT Ricochet Mountain Bike. Rock
shocks, digital speedometer, plus other
accessories. Bought newlast spring for
$900, sell for $525. 925-1613
Rock climbing gear: harness, rope,
shoes (38.5) etc. 962-9514
Pentium 133 mhz. 64 MB RAM/33.6
modem 32X CD Rom, 15" Monitor,
Windows 95, MS Office 97 $425. 9621680
Will buy vehicles, running or not. $25 $1000. Call Gary at 962-3220 or Rich at
968-9499.
SPRING IS HERE! GET IN SHAPE!
Herbal wrap $39.95. Call 925-2583

\I

J

'

\

I

'J

\

Scuba lessons & supplies.
Sign up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
925-1272

Pool stick and case, plus accessories.
Paid $200, sell for $130. Call 963-2868

Free African Pygmy Hedgehog, male,
2 1/2 years old. Needs a good home. 9621213
VW Vanagon, 1986, 4 wheel drive, $3400
obo. 964-2202

,

NEEDED
NEEDED: Former Foster Children to
participate in graduate research project.
FREE and confidential analysis of relationship dynamics to each person. Call
LaRee at 962-9603 by May 3.

FREE

CL~'OJF/E'O'b

FOR 'bTl.JVENT'bJ
CN..L 963..1026
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schedule

Associated Students of Central Washington University

CANDIDATE DEBATE
Tuesday, May 4: 6-9 p.m., Club Central

CANDIDATE FORUM
Wednesday, May 5: Noon, SUB Pit
• SUB PROJECT .UPDATE

On Thursday, April 22, the ASCWU-BOD voted to move forward with the
new SUB plan (combined SUB and Dining Hall) as proposed by Facilities Management, contingent upon the bond council ·reporting back that we can bond
for at least $25 million. During the discussion, many points for consideration
were brought up including: student autonomy (sole student control over the
building and its tenants), governance (policies and procedures for the building, which are currently set by students of the SUB Union Board), and the
possibility of a· new student fee. The next step is for a rebilling for consultants
(architects and engineers) for the new proposed building slte. The ASCWUBOD will continue to explore funding options.

Crisis in Kosovo
Hosted by the ASCWU Office of Legislative Affairs

Mondav, Mav 3 at 5 p.m. in the SUB Theatre
Free and open .t o the public

-llUESTSPi lRSDR. DUNCAN PERRY, Dean of CWU Graduate Studies and Research Program, will
present a history of Kosovo to help gain an understanding of the current situation;

DR. JAMES BROWN, Chair of CWU Political Science Department, will describe the
political turmoil in the Balkans; and DJORDJE POPOVIC, CWU student, will relate
his experiences as a Belgrade resident.

•••••••••• COMING ATTRACTIONS ••••••••••
•

• FRIDAY, APRIL 30
8 p.m. in Club Central ($3

•

DTE!
GENERAL ELECTION
Thursday, May 6, _1999

candidates
PRESIDENT
Kristy Gillespie
(a write-in candidate has filed)
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Nick French
Mike Grigg
V.P. FOR ORGANIZATIONS
Mindy Widmyer
Dave Ballard
V.P. FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Josh Kilen
V.P. FOR EQUITY & COMMUNITY SERVICE
James Jorgensen
Tiffany Barr
V.P. FOR STUDENT LIFE AND FACILITIES
Bill Salcedo
Pete Cummings
V.P. FOR POLITICAL AFFAIRS
Sarah Schacht
- Bryce Wynn

.

MEETINGS
ASCWU-B.O.D.

the door)

WEDNESDAY, MAY 5
11 a.m.-12 p.m. in the SUB, free!

C©MEDY NIGHT

"The History of Cinco de Mayo"

Thursday, April 29
5 p.m., SUB Pit
Call 963-1693 for more information

presented by Randy Nunez,
National Co-chair of MEChA

Washington Student Lobby (WSL)

@

with Chris Warren & Chris Curtis
TUESDAY, MAY 4
Noon in the SUB
Free concert!

MICHAEL
POWERS
Jazz & Blues
TUESDAY, MAY 4
7 p.m. in the Chavez Theatre

WEDNESDAY, MAY 5
6 p.m in Cl~b Central, free!

BATTLE

ofthe

BANDS

• The Existors
•The Felonz
• Zanshin
• Holeshot
•Worm Drive

"A Vietnam Experience'_'_ __
an evening of remembrance and honor
Six Vietnam veterans will recount-their personal experiences
through words, slides, video, maps, display, questions,
answers, and discussions
A Campus Life Current Issues presentatl"on. Free and open to the public.

Wednesdays @ 5 p.m., SUB 209-210
Call 963-1696 for more information

CLUB OF THE MONTH FOR APRIL

Congratulations!

W.S.L.

Washington Student Lobby
DREAM BIG!
NOMINATE A FELLOW STUDENT FOR
THEIR EXCELLENCE IN LEADERSHIP!
Nominations forms are available in
the C.E.L. office, SUB 104.
Deadline: Monday, May 3.
This page is an advertisement paid for
by the Associated Students of
Central Washington University.

